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All timinss are Universal Time. (G.M.T.) Add I hour for B.S.T
Earth at Anhelion (furthest from Sun) Julv 4. l6h. 152,103,776krn. 1.01675 A'U'
Moon's Phases

l lh. 0lm.
July
New
* 04d.
12d.00h. 52m.
First Quarter
Full
' 19d.52h.27m.
Last Quarter
" 26d.23h 00m
Moon at perigee (nearest to Earth) July 0ld. 07h. Diam. 33'39u
l3d. 05h. " 30'33u.
Moon at apogee (furthest from Earttr) '

. The Planets
Mercurv i At the start of the month a late morning

objec! rising at 03.10, 35 minutes before dawn. It reaches superior conjunction
with the Sun on the 7s., then becomes an early evening object. At the end of the month it sets at 20.40, 50 mins. after sunset. At the
beginning of the month it lies in N.W. Gemini, close to the border with Taurus. Travelling.E.S.E. it crosses Gemini to enter Cancer
*. Continuing S.E. it crosses Cancer to enter Leo around the 24fi. On the 30tr. it passes 0.3o N. of Regulus, I't. mag. Alpha
a.Jurd m-" t f
Leonis. A total travel of 65o !
Mid month Mercury will be mag. -1.1, 5.1" diam., elong. 10.1" E. and setting at 20.50, 40 mins. after the Sun.
Venus : An early evening object, like Mercury. On the l't. it sets at 20.50, Yzhour after sunset, and by the 3l't.. at20.30,40 mins after
the Sun. It starts the month in N.E. Gemini. Moving E.S.E, it passes 6o S..of Pollux, Beta Gem., and it enters Cancer around the I lth.
On the l6th. Venus will be passed by Mercury, 0.5o N. of it. Continuing S.8., on the 19m. it will pass lo S. of the Beehive cluster, M44.
Around the27fi. Venus will enter Leo. A total distance of 40o.
Mid month it will be -3.9 mag., 9.Eu diam., elong. 10.9o E. and setting at 20.50, 40 mintes after the Sun.
Mars i An evening object. On the I't. setting at 00.50, and by the 3l't.. at23.OO. Remaining in S.E. Libra, near the border with
Scorpius. From a stationary point on June 30s., it moves 6' E.S.E during the month, ending it on the border with Scorpius, 3o W. of the
2nd. mag. star Delta Scorpii. On the l4s. at 18.00 Mars will lie 8o S. of the l0 day old Moon.
Mid month it will be mag. -1.1, 14.6" diam., elong. 12lo E. and setting at23.50.
Jupiter : An early evening object.. At the start of the month it sets at 23.05, and by the end at21.20,1% hours after sunset. Continuing
to lie in S.E. Leo, it travels 5o S.E. during the month, ending it 2o W. of the border with Virgo.
Mid month it will be mag. -1.8, 33" diam., elong. 55o E. and setting at 22.10, 2 hours after the Sun.
Saturn : Following opposition in June, it is a good evening object all month. On the I't. it sets at 02.10, 1% hours before dawn. By the
3l't.it sets at midnight. It remains in S.W. Ophiuchus, near the border with Scorpius. It starts the month 6" N.N.E. of l't. mag. Antares,
Alpha Scorpii. It moves 1%' W.N.W. during the month.
Mid month it will be mag. 0.2, disc diam. 17.9u, rings 40.7", elong. l37o E. and setting at 01 . I 0.
Titan, mag. 8.1 & max. elong. 190". Greatest W. elong. on July 4 &20, greatest E elong. on July 12 &28.
Uranus : A morning and late evening object At the beginning of the month it rises at 00.20, and by the end at22.10. Continuing to lie
in S.E. pisces, near the Cetus border, it travels 20 arc minutes N.E. during the month. It ends it 2.7' N. of the 4.8. mag. star Mu (98) Piscium.
On the 26h. at04.00 Uranus lies 3o N. of the LQ Moon.
Mid month it will be mag. 5.8, 3.6" diam., elong. E9o W. and rising at 23.10..

:

Like Uranus it is amorningand lateeveningobject. Onthe ls. itrises al23.00,andbythe 3l't. at21.00, an hourand l0 mins.
after sunset. Still in central Aquarius. During the month it moves just over Yz" S.W., ending it 0.6o S.S.W.. of the 3.7 mag. star Lambda
(73) Aqu. On the 23d. at06.00 it will be lo N. of the 19 day old Moon.
o
Mid month Neptune will be mag. 7,8, 2.4" diam., elong. 13l W. and rising at 22.00.
Pluto (134340) : Pluto will be at opposition on July ?fr., so gets its annual mention. Pluto spends all year in Sagittarius. On the 7th. it

Neptune

willlie%oW.S.W.of2.9mag.starPi(41)Sag.,atR.A. l9h.8m.42s.,Dec.-21o06'46". ltwillbemag. l4.l(whichbarelychangesall
year). As it happens, Pluto will pass only 2'39' S. of Pi on the2lh. of June. Pluto was demoted from being the 9* major planet to be a
dwarf planet, and given a number, by the I.A.U. in 1960. Last July the NASA spacecraft New Horizons passed by it and took some great
photos of it and its largest satellite Charon.

Meteors
DeltaAquarids:Julyl5-August20..Twomaximaandradiants. FirstonJuly28ft. RadiantatR.A.22h.36m.,Dec.-17o, l4"N.N.W.
of Formalhaut, mag.l .l Alpha Pisces Australis. Culmination at 02.00, altitude 22" . Zenith Hourly Rate 20. Moon not too favourable,
2 days past L.Q, up all night. Second on August 66. Radiant at23h.04m., Dec. 02", 13" S. of mag. 2.6 Alpha Peg. Culmination
at 02.00, altitude 4l'. Z.H.R. l0 Moon fairly favourable, 2 days after New, setting at2l.l0.
20.03.

Deep Sky Obiects
M57 (NGC 6720): The 'Ring Nebula', a planetary nebula in Lyra, discovered by Antoine Darguier in 1779 and observed by Messier
shortly after. It was the fnst planetary to be recognised and is probably the most well known. At a distance of 1,200 L.Y. it'blew up'
around 10,000 years ago and has expanded to a diam. of nearly I L.Y. Recent observations show it still expanding at a rate of l9km./sec,
increasing its apparent size (80"x 60') by l" a century. With an integrated mag. of 8.8 it can just be seen with binoculars, appearing as
an out-of-focus star. A 75mm. telescope will indicate the ring shape and the relatively high surface brightness will stand high magnification.
The original star, now a hot white dwart is around mag. 14.5 with suspected variability, requiring at least a 250mm. scope to see it.
To findlt, start from the very bright star Vega (Alpha Lyr.). 4' S.E. of it four 4s. mag. stars form a parallelogram. M57 lies between
R.A. 18h.53m.35s., Dec. +33o 01'45'.
Sulaphat the S.E star Gamma (la) Ln. and Shellak the S.W. star Beta (10) Lyr.
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